
Intelligent physical stock 
management for growing 
e-retail business

If managing your stock is getting more complex as 
your business grows then you need a warehouse 
management system (WMS). And you need ProSKU.

> Know exactly how much stock you have 
> Know where stock is kept, at single item and location level  
> Be ahead of future demand by controlling re-order levels 
> Have total confidence in your pick and despatch accuracy    
> Integrate warehouse control with ordering and purchase operations



ProSKU – a WMS for smaller business

www.prosku.com | info@prosku.com | 0800 170 1161
For further information and assistance please get in touch.

If you’re using paper records or spreadsheets, or getting by with a stock control 
package to run your warehouse, but struggling to control things as you grow ...  
then you need ProSKU.

Most businesses over a certain size that store and handle goods will benefit from using the 
ProSKU warehouse management system. Unlike a stock control system ProSKU manages 
physical stock and space expertly, and makes handling processes slick and efficient. And with 
full API access ProSKU integrates with order capture and purchase functions for an end-to-end 
business solution. 

ProSKU is a new product from proven WMS provider Chess - a unique system created 
specifically for small but growing Internet retail businesses. It provides complete control of 
physical stock, manages warehouse handling processes and utilises barcode scanning for 
accurate verification. Its strengths are affordability by monthly subscription, speed of 
deployment and simplicity of use. 

It’s by no means a basic product, but instead one that provides true WMS functionality in 
compact, accessible form. It can be set-up and used in just a few days, avoiding major 
implementation cost.  And as a cloud-based application it can be used from anywhere via PC, 
tablet or mobile. 

Receipt & Putaway
Rapid receipt 
processing and 
intelligent automatic 
putaway.

Comprehensive Features for Complete Control

Picking & Despatch
Swift movement 
of orders through 
to picking and 
despatch.

Stock Management
Features to adjust, 
transfer, manage data 
changes and run full 
cyclic stock checks.  

Reporting
Instant access to 
detailed data on 
current stock and 
historical movements.


